This report details the results of a recent examination of the moraines of the central Avalon Peninsula, and adds to the scattered evidence of raised marine landforms in the southeastern part of the peninsula. 
The Central Avalon Moraines
An area of the central Avalon about 20 km 2 , east of Whitbourne, is noted for the extensive cover of moraine formed into sub-parallel ridges trending in general from west to east (Fig. 2) .
Orientation of the moraine ridges is normal to the general direction of ice flow, indicated by local striations (Henderson 1959) . Individually the moraines undulate and branch, although a number of ridges are continuous for a distance approaching 2,500 m. Near Whitbourne, the ridges pass into a broken zone of drumlins. The ridges vary in height from 10 m to 30 m (Fig. 3) and the average distance between them varies from 200 m to 400 m. While most of the ridges are asymmetrical in cross-section there is no consistent orientation of asymmetry. In the hollows between the moraines evidence of proglacial lakes is completely lacking, and while from their morphology it is not totally clear whether the moraines are analogous to cross-valley moraines as described by Andrews (1963) , or ribbed moraine as described by Cowan (1968) and Prest (1968), the latter interpretation is certainly favoured. Cross-valley moraines, which are recessional ice-frontal deposits formed in transient proglacial lakes, would confirm that the head of St. Mary's Bay was the centre of a last shrinking ice cap. Ribbed moraine however is a subglacial deposit, related to and sometimes found associated with drumlins, but oriented transverse to flow direction. Ribbed moraine therefore represents an earlier period when ice covered much, or all, of the Avalon Peninsula and dispersed radially outwards from the centre of the ice sheet, situated presumably over the head of St. Mary's Bay. Further differentiation between cross-valley and ribbed moraine may be accomplished by conducting three-dimensional till fabric analyses since cross-valley moraines display marked upglacier imbrication of clasts. In the case of ribbed moraine, most pebbles dip sub-parallel to the slope of the moraine flank. In addition, only where cross-valley moraine is distinctly lobate or in sections trending sub-parallel to the direction of glacier flow does the primary mode or pebble orientation lie other than normal to the crest orientation of the moraine (Price, 1970).
Till fabrics at 22 localities in the Ocean Pond and Whitborne areas have significant primary modes at the 95? level of probability according to Harris' MSOC Graph (Harris,1969) . Orientations of the primary modes vary considerably (Fig. 2) although they lie generally along a north-south line (Fig. 4) . The primary mode is seldom perfectly normal to the crest orientation of the moraine. In all but three cases the dips of oriented pebbles accord more with the slope of the moraine than a consistent up-glacier pattern (Fig. 4) .
These results indicate that the area is one of sub-glacially formed ribbed moraine probably deposited during a period of active dispersal preceding the ultimate recession of Avalon Ice. These moraines should not be confused with ice-frontal recessional moraine and therefore do not indicate that the last ice survived over the head of St. Mary's Bay. It would be appropriate in proposing this to also suggest an alternative last ice centre for the Avalon. An abundance of stagnant ice and melt-water features in the northward sloping valleys of the Hawke Hills (Fig. 5) implies very strongly that ice remained there long after it had melted from the adjacent plateaux and lowlands. This and other areas of high relief are perhaps more logical sites of residual ice stagnation.
Raised Marine Landforms
A number of horizontal or near-horizontal levels on glacial till occur on the islands or extremities of Peninsulas between Tors Cove and Cappahayden (Fig. 1) . Lying from 5 to 15 m asl, these features are not to be confused with pre-Classical Wisconsin eroded rock benches described by Henderson along the southern shore.
Spear Island:
A distinctive surface deposit of well-rounded beach cobbles exists 11 m asl on Spear Island, 40 km south of St. John's. This deposit rests on an easily distinguished eroded surface in glacial till, 10 to 15 m asl (Fig. 6 ) and is partly overgrown by a thin turf cover (Fig. 7) . Where the cobbles are bare of turf they are covered by epipetric lichens on their upper surfaces (Fig. 8) and appear totally undisturbed by modern wind or wave action. The adjacent Avalon shoreline contains no raised beach or similar evidence of post-glacial emergence. 
Holyrood Bay:
At Holyrood Bay (Fig. 9 ) even more spectacular evidence of post-glacial marine overlap survives. At Section A (Fig. 10) and nearby (Fig. 11) , delta foreset and topset bedding extends up to 25 m asl, and overlies a layer of compacted till. Towards Peter's River at Section B, the delta deposit appears to be interrupted by a number of moraine ridges (Fig. 12) backed by remnants of an esker system. Inland, at Section C till overlies fluvioglacial deposits which may be continuous with the delta in Section A. Towards St. Vincent's the delta appears to be terminated abruptly at the mouth of Holyrood Pond. Grain size analysis of the sediment finer than -3 phi indicates obvious differences between the delta material and the underlying till since clay-sized particles present in the till are not present in the delta (Fig. 13) . Fabric analysis of the compacted basal till reveals a weak orientation of clasts approximately normal to the coastline (Fig. 9) 
